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OVERVIEW 

This is the second film by the director set in the context of the irreconcilable Kashmir dispute.   As with 
Roja, released fifteen years earlier, Mani Ratnam has interwoven romance and drama, although this 
time there is no thriller element.   The story concerns the vacillations in a love affair between an Air 
Force pilot (VC) and a medical doctor (Leela).  Their on-again, off-again relationship is ended when 
VC flies a sortie and is shot down and captured.  He escapes from prison, though, and eventually is 
reunited with Leela. 

CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE 

The film is dedicated to ‘the heroes of the Kargil War,’ which was a short but significant battle 
between Pakistan and India in the disputed territory of Kashmir.  Fought by foot soldiers and jet pilots 
in the high Himalayas, the two-month long battle in the summer of 1999 resulted in approximately 500 
dead and 2,000 wounded.  The film faced no censorship on national security grounds, as it portrays 
Pakistan as the aggressor in the conflict.  One point of cultural significance is an occasional reference 
to the Bhagavad Gita, the ancient Indian text, in which the morality of war is discussed.   In one 
scene, the film’s hero, VC, gives advice to a young officer, who is agonising over his first potential 
contact with the enemy.  Is he like me or not? the young man wonders.  Varun tells him not to carry 
on a ‘moral debate like the Bhagavad Gita.  It doesn’t matter if the enemy is good or bad.  That’s 
between him and his God.  Your job is to make sure he meets his God as soon as possible.’  There is 
also an additional cultural element for Tamil-speakers since the title (Kaatru Veliyidai) is a line taken 
from a poem by Subramanya Bharati (1882-1921). 

MAIN CHARACTERS 

VC              VC is Varun Chakrapani, a jet fighter pilot. 
Leela  Leela is a doctor, who falls in love with VC. 
Illyas  Illyas is another doctor, who is a friend of VC. 
Nidhi  Nidhi is a female doctor and a friend of Leela. 
 
STORY 

Capture    The story begins with dramatic shots of a ground battle.  Then an Indian fighter jet is shot 
down, the pilot ejects himself out the plane and is captured by Pakistani soldiers.  This is Varun 
Chakrapani, known as VC, who is taken to Rawalpindi, the capital of Pakistan, where he is 
imprisoned and tortured as a POW.  VC is only able to endure the brutal beatings by remembering his 
life with Leela. 

Leela    A long flashback starts with another accident.  This time VC is recklessly driving an army jeep 
with a girlfriend and is hit by a lorry.  Badly injured, he is taken to a hospital in Srinagar (capital of 
Kashmir), where he is cared for by a newly-arrived doctor.  She is Leela, a competent and a caring 
doctor, who nurses him back to health.  He is visited in hospital by the girlfriend in the jeep, who is 
now in tears because she is being sent away by her father, leaving the field to Leela. 

Dr Illyas    Dr Illyas, another army doctor and a close friend of VC, helps VC leave hospital without 
being properly discharged.  When Leela sees that VC has left the hospital without her permission, she 
chastises Dr Illyas, which triggers an argument about whether VC is the responsibility of the civilian 



hospital (where he was taken in the emergency) or the military (since he is an Air Force officer).  
Leela wants to monitor VC’s recovery, and Illyas invites her to a dance held for the Air Force. 

Romance    At the dance, Leela and VC flirt with each other, exchange innuendos and agree to meet 
again at the Flying Club.  When Leela is unable to come due to emergency cases, he is angry.  They 
make up and he takes her for a ride in his private plane.  Leela is impressed with his skill as a pilot, 
just as he admires her medical competence.  They embrace in the plane, like other young lovers 
might in a car.  VC finds out that Leela is the sister of Ravi, his co-pilot during training, who died in a 
test flight that VC should have flown.  They part that evening with uncertain feelings about each other.   

Separation and reunion     VC disappears for two months and Leela searches the sky, looking at the 
fighter jets that fly overhead.  Dr Illyas tells her that VC has been transferred to another military base 
at Leh, closer to the border with Pakistan.  She tracks him down there, and he takes her to the spot in 
the snowy mountains where her brother, Ravi, died in a plane crash.  Standing there, VC senses that 
a snow storm is coming and tells Leela that it’s too dangerous to remain.  But she wants to stay, to be 
close to her dead brother.  They argue and VC almost hits her, but they end up pledging their love for 
one another.  VC takes Leela to meet his family in New Delhi, who are not a harmonious lot, 
particularly the authoritarian father.  The bickering among the family is infectious, and VC gets angry 
with Leela. 

Srinagar    Back in Srinagar, the two would-be lovers argue.  After a bitter and humiliating argument 
about men and women’s roles, she leaves him.  He finds her, apologises and they become lovers.  
Now VC says he wants to marry her, but Leela is unsure, thinking of his bouts of anger and 
recklessness.  VC says they will register with town officials the next day and get married in a month, 
during which time she can think it over.   

Abandoned   VC is recalled to Delhi for one day and forgets about his promise to meet Leela at the 
Registrar’s office.  Again, he says he’s sorry, but Leela doubts his sincerity.  Again, they make up and 
make love.   

Pregnant   Leela reveals that she is pregnant and asks if he really wants to marry her.  He speaks of 
his fears about being a father.  ‘I’m afraid I’d be like my father.  Terrible,’ he says.  She leaves him, 
saying she’ll handle the pregnancy herself.  The next day, Leela’s grandfather dies, and her parents 
come for the funeral.  In a tense scene, VC appeals to them to approve his relationship with Leela, but 
they remain silent.  In the end, Leela has to tell VC to leave. 

Departure   The day before VC leaves to take part in the Kargil war, Leela tells him she is also going 
away, far away. He keeps saying that can make the relationship work, but she insists that they are too 
different and that it would only bring sadness. He pleads for her to give him one more chance, but 
before she answers.  Before she can speak, he is called away by his superior.   

Reunion   The film now catches up with the opening scenes.  VC is shot down, captured and 
imprisoned but escapes and reaches India.  He searches for Leela, but she has hidden herself away, 
working as a doctor in a remote part of Kashmir.  Finally, after three years, he tracks her down and 
sees that she has a little girl, who is his daughter, too.  They all embrace in a snowstorm. 

THEMES 

Danger     A central theme in this film of war and romance is the danger that each contains.  Indeed, 
this risk is hinted at in the film’s clever title.  Although ‘Amidst the Air’ is the official English title, ‘In 
Mid-air’ is more idiomatic and connotes the precarious yet thrilling nature of both love and war.  We 
are left in no doubt of the prominence of this theme because the opening scene involves the most 
severe danger when VC’s plane is shot down over enemy territory. Then, in the first scene of the 
flashback, he is again involved in an accident when his jeep is hit by a lorry.  The threat of a full-scale 
war hangs over the film like a shadow (as it did in real life), and we also hear discussions about the 
risk of a nuclear confrontation.  These dangers run in tandem with their counterparts in the love affair 
between VC and Leela.  VC is a human hand grenade, likely to explode at any moment.  He does 
blow up several times, leaving Leela wounded and humiliated.  Before they become physical lovers, 



he himself cautions her against seeing him.  ‘Maybe we shouldn’t meet again,’ he says.  ‘It’s too 
dangerous.’  Having been bruised by VC’s explosive anger and his disregard for her feelings, Leela 
comes to the same conclusion.  ‘The risks are just too great,’ she says.  ‘We’ll only get hurt.’  More 
than once, she has berated herself for not seeing the danger, for ignoring the risks and suffering the 
consequences.  As VC warns a junior officer who is anxious about meeting the enemy in battle, ‘You 
don’t get a second chance.  One mistake is a permanent mistake.’  This is the maxim that appears to 
have cancelled out VC’s chance at happiness: he has hurt Leela too many times and now she has left 
him.  Overall, however, the film suggests that in the unpredictable field of love one has to continually 
take risks.  In the end, Leela is willing to accept VC as the father of her child.  Nothing ventured, 
nothing gained.   

Men and women    Another theme running through the film is that of gender.  Both Leela and VC are 
competent professionals, albeit it in very different pursuits.  As VC himself puts it, ‘We are polar 
opposites.  I drop bombs, you cure patients.  We’re light and dark.’  They are not just different, but 
unequal.  This issue of gender inequality raises its ugly head in a discussion between the two lovers 
in the company of VC’s fellow pilots.  Leela ventures an opinion concerning the escalation of tension 
between India and Pakistan.  She is well-informed and backed by some of the other officers, but VC 
shouts her down.  She argues that Indian shouldn’t be ‘trigger-happy,’ that both India and Pakistan 
have nuclear weapons and that the best thing is to de-escalate the current situation.  VC won’t listen 
to such ‘pacifist’ views and tells her to shut up.  Half in jest, she puts on an officer’s cap and says, 
‘Now will you listen to me?  What’s the problem?  Is it because I’m a civilian or a woman?’  When VC 
says that men and women are made differently,’ she replies, ‘I see.  We’re supposed to make babies.  
And that’s all?’  The film does little to suggest that gender roles are changing or should change.  The 
military is completely male, and the medical staff is largely female.  Leela gets pregnant, and VC is 
afraid of being a father.  As ever, the director has chosen realism over idealism. 

CHARACTER ANALYSIS 

VC 

Character    VC, the fighter pilot, is confident, self-centred and arrogant.  His toxic masculinity seems 
to be driven by his military mind.  He has a very short temper, often shouts and tells others (especially 
Leela) to ‘shut up.’  We don’t doubt that he loves her, in his own way, but he is reckless and 
unreliable.  With nearly everyone, except his military mates, he adopts a supercilious attitude, flippant 
and controlling.  At one point, he says, ‘Fighter pilots have one belief.  Only one.  Self.’ 

Illustrative moments 

Controlling    The worst element of VC’s hyper-masculine character is his need to control others, 
particularly Leela.  He frightens her, he shouts at her, he twists her arm and he pushes her.  The 
times he tells her to ‘shut up’ are many, but the most alarming occurs when they argue in front of his 
fellow pilots.  When Leela ventures an opinion on the possibility of war with Pakistan, he uses a 
mocking tone to call her ‘smarty pants.’  She again makes her point, and he tells her ‘to stay out of 
this.’  She asks why and he says, ‘Because I say so.’  She wants to know if wearing an officer’s 
uniform would make her more creditable, and he grabs her wrist and twists her arm behind her back.  
‘So a woman can’t express her opinion?’ she asks and he says, ‘Of course, provided that she is 
pretty.’  In this single example, he uses anger, threats, physical force and finally sexism to silence his 
girlfriend.  One reason might be that she has challenged him in front of his mates, but there is no 
doubt that VC has a deep problem with anyone who opposes him.  ‘As a military man,’ he explains in 
a later scene, ‘I’m hardwired to fight.’ 

Fearful     What is driving VC?  Is it the masculinity that is required to be a jet fighter pilot?  That is 
certainly a partial answer, but VC himself reveals another possible source of his anxiety in a 
conversation with Leela after she tells him that she is pregnant.  She wants to know if they should get 
married.  ‘I’ve thought about it,’ he says.  ‘I see a little girl and a little boy.  Twins.  Sitting on my lap.  
Laughing, playing.  But I’m afraid.  Afraid I’d be a terrible father.  Like my own father.’  At this point, 
the tough-skinned VC breaks down and cries.  ‘I’m not really cut out to be a husband.  Or a father.  
I’m not good enough.’  Here is a deep-seated fear of his ability to be a caring person, a fear that he 



covers up by acting the macho-man.  That fear would be unsettling for any man, but in a military 
officer, who must be self-assured, it represents a terrifying negation of his identity. 

Leela 

Character    Leela is a young but skilled and dedicated doctor, who falls in love with a difficult man.  
Her self-respect is slowly eroded by his behaviour, and still she finds it hard to leave him.  In the end, 
we are unsure if she makes the right choice to accept him. 

Illustrative moments 

Competent    The first thing we learn about Leela is that she is a doctor and an extremely competent 
one.  In her first scene, she arrives at a hospital where she has just been hired to work alongside a 
senior consultant.  Although she has come only to report in, the absence of a duty doctor on the floor 
means that she has to assume that senior role and tend to VC, who lies half-dead on a bed.  ‘Where 
is the duty doctor?’ she says when she is called to his side.  ‘He should take care of this.’  When she 
is told that she is that duty doctor, she hesitates for only a second, takes off her shawl, lays down her 
handbag and issues orders.  ‘Don’t move him.  His vitals haven’t stabilised.   Check his BP and start a 
lifeline.  Xray right arm. AP lateral and chest Xray.  Brain CT.’  In two minutes, she has analysed the 
situation and put in train the medical measures that will save a man’s life.  It is an impressive display 
of competence for an inexperienced doctor who has only arrived in a new hospital fifteen minutes 
earlier. 

Strong-willed   The capable young doctor has a strong sense of herself.  Not arrogant, like VC, she 
nevertheless knows how to stand up for herself.  She has been brought up, again unlike VC, by loving 
parents who valued her education and gave her a good dose of self-worth.  That quality is illustrated 
in a key scene when she has a public argument with VC.  They are relaxing in a guesthouse, with 
other officers, when a discussion starts about escalating tensions with Pakistan.  When VC voices one 
view, she suggests a counter interpretation of the situation.  He tries to silence her, but she will not 
back down and continues to challenge him.  He brings up the sexist argument about men and women 
being different, but she responds with mockery.  Leela has the strength of character to confront 
anyone, even her boyfriend and even in the discussion of a topic normally associated with men. 

Trapped    Despite her strength, however, Leela loses that battle and several more as the story 
develops.  She is humiliated and berated by VC, who then quickly apologises, and she takes him 
back.  This degrading acceptance of VC’s abusive behaviour builds to a breaking point in a scene in a 
bar.  He forgot their appointment at the Registrar’s Office (where they will register their intention of 
marriage) because he had been suddenly recalled to New Delhi for a day.  He apologises (once 
again), but she is in tears and tries to explain his lack of concern by saying, ‘There’s tension all 
around.  It’s all right.  The whole marriage thing was a charade.  You never meant it.  I’m a fool.’  He 
says they can register tomorrow, but she shakes her head.  ‘You either treat me like a queen or 
trample over me,’ she says.  ‘I don’t know why I always come back to you.’  It is a disturbing scene 
because she knows that she cannot leave him and, that for better or worse, she loves him.  It would 
be wrong to say that she is masochistic, but not that she is trapped in a cycle of hurt and humiliation.  
This is the danger lurking in love. 

 

 



 

(Leela and VC in a happy moment) 

 

 

 

(The couple in a tense conversation) 

 

 

(The moment when Leela decides that she must leave VC). 


